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Inclusion of open injuries in an updated Schenck classification of knee dislocations based on a global Delphi consensus study
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Knee dislocations (KDs) are complex injuries defined as incongruity of the tibiofemoral joint, which leads to tears of two or more of the main stabilising knee ligaments, and they are often associated with damage to surrounding soft tissue or neurovascular structures. A classification system for these injuries should be simple and reproducible and allow communication among surgeons for surgical planning and outcome prediction. The aim of this study was to formulate a list of factors, prioritised by high-volume knee surgeons, that should be included in a KD classification system.

Methods: A global panel of orthopaedic knee surgery specialists participated in a Delphi process. The study first survey employed 91 orthopaedic surgeons to generate a list of patient- and system-specific factors that should be included in a KD classification system that may affect surgical planning and outcomes. This list was subsequently prioritised by 27 identified experts (mean 15.3 years of experience) from Brazil (n = 9), USA (n = 6), South Africa (n = 4), India (n = 4), China (n = 2), and the United Kingdom (n = 2). The items were analysed to find factors that had at least 70% consensus for inclusion in a classification system.

Results: Of the 12 factors identified, four (33%) achieved at least 70% consensus for inclusion in a classification system. The factors deemed critical for inclusion in a classification system included vascular injuries (89%), common peroneal nerve injuries (78%), number of torn ligaments (78%), and open injuries (70%).

Conclusion: Consensus for inclusion of various factors in a KD classification system was not easily achieved. The wide geographic distribution of participants provides diverse insight and makes the results of the study globally applicable. The most important factors to include in a classification system as determined by the Delphi technique were vascular injuries, common peroneal nerve injuries, number of torn ligaments, and open injuries. To date, the Schenck anatomic classification system most accurately identifies these patient variables with the addition of open injury classification. The authors propose to update the Schenck classification system with the inclusion of open injuries as an additional modifier, although this is only a small step in updating the classification, and further studies should evaluate the inclusion of more advanced imaging modalities. Future research should focus on integrating these factors into useful existing classification systems that are predictive of surgical treatment and patient outcomes.
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Introduction

Knee dislocations (KD) are complex and potentially devastating injuries that pose significant challenges to both the patient and treating surgeon. They have been defined as incongruity of the tibiofemoral joint, which leads to tears of two or more of the main stabilising knee ligaments [1,2]. The nature of the injury involves damage of multiple knee ligaments, surrounding soft tissue, and neurovascular structures [3]. Spontaneous reduction has been reported [3,4], and without radiographic evidence of a true dislocation, the definition based on incongruity is challenging to translate into clinical practice. Therefore, more recently, KDs have been defined as bicruciate ligament injuries [5]. However, KDs without bicruciate ligament tears are possible [6,7]. The terminology is critical, as a KD is a multiligament knee injury (MLKI), but the majority of MLKIs are not KDs. This is an important distinction because the incidence of neurovascular injury is significant in KDs but extremely rare in other single cruciate ligament injuries. A recent study has demonstrated that MLKIs with documented KDs have a significantly higher rate of vascular injuries in comparison to nondocumented KDs with similar ligament injury patterns [8]. Most of the available literature on KDs constitutes a low level of evidence based on small cohort studies or underpowered prospective studies [9].

Furthermore, many classification systems still lack specificity and consistency to guide clinical decision-making amongst surgeons [9]. Conventionally, the modified Schenck Anatomic Classification System for KDs (Table 1) is based on complete injuries of the main knee ligaments assessed during a clinical examination, with specifiers for neurovascular injuries. Further classification systems have attempted to add greater detail to injury description, which may aid with surgical planning [10] and prognostic value for clinical outcome [11]. The positional Kennedy classification and energy-based classification systems have been found inadequate to accurately classify KDs [11].

An ideal classification system should therefore include all possible types of an injury, be consistent and reproducible, enable clear communication between clinicians, guide management, be predictive of outcomes, and should facilitate research [11]. To create such a system, existing classifications must be reviewed and amended. A prioritised list of factors when classifying KDs from world experts in knee surgery could form the basis for further modification of established systems. The aim of this Delphi consensus study was to formulate a list of factors, prioritised by high-volume knee surgeons, that should be included in a KD classification.

Methods

The Delphi process is a method of obtaining consensus in larger groups. It is characterised by anonymity and multiple rounds of surveys until consensus is reached. In general, the first round of questions solicits general information on areas of focus about the topic of controversy in an open-ended question format, whereas subsequent rounds are designed to assess the importance of these items [12–14]. The research question “Which are the most important factors you would include in a classification for knee dislocations?” was posed to an international panel of general and specialist knee orthopaedic surgeons in the format of a Delphi consensus study. Consensus was defined as at least 70% agreement among participants. The study was approved by a local review board (HREC 591/2018), and informed consent was obtained prior to participation.

Participants

An initial list of factors was formed by the first round of communication to a large group of international orthopaedic surgeons (Table 2). This ensures a representative pooling of free-text answers and avoids expert blind spots. This list was then subsequently prioritised in two further iterative rounds by selected smaller group of high-volume experts who could choose half of the factors initially listed. Using a smaller number of experts in these subsequent rounds avoids low response rates and increases the chance of consensus. These experts were selected based on their experience or the volume of KDs in their practice. They reported treating at least ten KDs per year and/or had at least 10 years of experience in knee surgery.

Orthopaedic surgeons with an interest in knee surgery or trauma surgery who were members of the International Society of Orthopaedic Surgery and Traumatology (SICOT) were approached to participate in the first round via email. In further rounds, an international selection of experienced subspecialist knee surgeons who were also members of SICOT and had a special interest in KDs were consulted to prioritise the factors via email. These experts were from Brazil, China, India, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the USA.

Iterations

Participants were asked to name the most important factors to include in a classification for KDs in the first round in the form of an open-ended question. Their data were anonymised and blinded for the subsequent rounds. The generated answers were then distilled down to a group of factors by the core research team and sent to the subgroup of specialist knee surgeons to prioritise. The consensus rounds were performed over 3 months between December 2019 and February 2020, with the rounds occurring monthly. Weekly reminders were sent via email. Consensus was defined as ≥70% agreement among experts.

Data capture and analysis

The data were captured with Research Electronic Data Capture, an electronic database, and hosted at the main study centre. The study population was described by summarising normally distributed continuous data by mean, standard deviations, and 95% confidence intervals.

Table 1

Modified Schenck anatomic classification system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Injury Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KD-I</td>
<td>ACL or PCL + collateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-II</td>
<td>ACL + PCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-III-M</td>
<td>ACL + PCL + medial collateral/posteromedial corner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-III-L</td>
<td>ACL + PCL + lateral collateral/posterolateral corner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-IV</td>
<td>ACL + PCL + medial collateral + lateral collateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-V</td>
<td>Any KD with perarticular fracture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modifiers

N: Nerve injury
V: Vessel injury
O: Open injury (proposed new modifier)

Abbreviations: KD, knee dislocation; M, medial; L, lateral; ACL, anterior cruciate ligament; PCL, posterior cruciate ligament.

The proposed new modifier ‘O’ for open injuries is included.
Table 2

Important factors to be included in a classification for knee dislocations, prioritised by the expert panel. Consensus was identified as >70% agreement. N, number; %, percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors for Classification System</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vascular injuries</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common peroneal nerve injury</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of torn knee ligaments</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open injuries</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-articular ipsilateral fractures</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial deviations in chronic injuries</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness in chronic injuries</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay to presentation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral knee dislocations</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meniscal injuries</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource limitations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CIs), whereas non-normally distributed continuous data were summarised by median and interquartile range (IQR). 95% CIs with proportions were used to summarise categorical data.

Sample size

Approximately 100 participants were targeted for the first round to provide a list of factors, with a sample size of 20–30 experts chosen for subsequent prioritisation rounds. A total of 15–20 participants are frequently used in consensus studies [15], with numbers as low as 10–15 [16–18] and as high as 50–70 [19,20] considered acceptable.

Results

Participants

Participants of the first round consisted of 91 orthopaedic surgeons (86 male, 94.5%) from Africa (21), Asia (35), Europe (23), North America (5), and South America (5). They had a median age of 45 years (IQR 12) and median of 15 years (IQR 11) of clinical practice. Approximately 100 participants were targeted for the second and third rounds. They performed a median of 80 (IQR 60) ACL reconstructions and 15 (IQR 7.5) surgeries for KDs annually. This group constituted surgeons from Brazil (9), the USA (6), India (4), South Africa (4), China (2), and the United Kingdom (2). Overall, 51.9% were sports-orthopaedic specialists, 44.4% were subspecialist knee surgeons, and 3.7% were general orthopaedic surgeons. A total of 51.9% of the experts worked in public service with limited private practice, 33% worked exclusively in private practice, and 14.8% worked in purely public service. The majority (63.0%) of their patients fell into the middle-income bracket, just more than one-fourth (26.9%) fell into the low-income bracket, with the remainder (11.1%) in the high-income bracket.

Consensus on most important factors for a classification of KDs

The expert panel reached consensus, defined as at least 70% agreement, on four factors to be included in a classification for KDs (Table 2): vascular injuries (89%, n = 24), common peroneal nerve (CPN) injuries (78%, n = 21), number of knee ligaments torn (78%, n = 21), and open injuries (70%, n = 19). These factors are consistent with the existing Schenck classification with the addition of open injuries and would be most effectively used as a suffix in the existing classification system. Associated obesity and extra-articular ipsilateral fractures also reached a high prioritisation rating with 59% and 44%, respectively, but agreement was not high enough to reach consensus.

Discussion

According to the consensus of the participating surgeons, associated vascular injuries, CPN injuries, and number of torn ligaments should be used to classify KDs as is done in the existing Schenck classification. As a new finding, the consensus also included open KDs as an important factor, which supports its use as a modifier in the Schenck classification. Obesity and extra-articular ipsilateral fractures were also rated high but missed consensus agreement. These factors are still important to be considered in KDs, as they can dictate timing and management of these complex injuries. Obesity was the only patient factor not related to pathoanatomy, which received high ratings. Azar et al. reviewed a case series of 17 patients with KDs and an average body mass index (BMI) of 48 kg/m². They showed that neurovascular injuries were frequent with these ultra-low-velocity KDs, the likelihood of combined neurovascular injury tends to increase as BMI increases, and surgical ligament reconstruction appears to improve outcomes [21].

Participants

The geographic diversity of the expert panel leads to insights of factors for KD classifications with global relevance. Most participants in the initial round were generalists, which provided important input, as classifications must be useful to clinicians with various levels of experience and specialisation. Especially in low- to middle-income countries, subspecialist care is not readily available, and it is important to have a user-informed practical classification for these settings. The expert group in the second and third rounds were also members of SICOT like the
generalists but were selected based on a higher reported volume of KD surgery per year and/or years of experience in knee surgery in comparison to the generalists.

Vascular injuries (89% consensus)

Vascular injuries are a devastating complication of KDs with poor clinical outcomes and a 12% amputation rate [3,22]. Prompt recognition and re-establishing adequate blood flow is critical to prevent amputation, which can be as high as 80% in cases of prolonged ischemia exceeding 8 hr [23]. More than half of KDs requiring amputations are associated with vascular injuries (55.3%) [23]. A systematic review that analysed 23 studies, including 907 patients, found an 18% incidence of vascular injury in KDs. KDIIII, injuries of the Schenck classification and posterior KDs of the Kennedy classification have been shown to have the highest rate of vascular injuries at 32% [9] and 25% [22,24], respectively. The popliteal artery is affected most frequently (83.6%), followed by the tibial artery (7.54%) [23]. The risk factors for vascular injury include high-velocity injuries, open injuries (7% increased risk), and obesity (300% increased risk) [4]. There is a greater chance of vascular injury if peroneal nerve injury is present (16.2% vs 4.8%) [25]. These injuries often require multiple surgeries and provisional stabilisation with a transarticular external fixation, which spans the tibiofemoral joint. This should be used with a clear purpose as prolonged immobilisation can lead to arthrofibrosis and prolongs definitive management [26].

CPN injuries (78% consensus)

CPN injuries add to the morbidity of patients with KDs because of the loss of dorsiflexion strength and the resultant drop foot gait abnormality [27]. The incidence of neurological injury in KDs varies greatly (5–59%), with a systematic review calculating it at an average of 25% [22]. A retrospective review of the American College of Surgeons National Trauma Data Bank analysed 6,454 patients with KDs between 2010 and 2014 and found neurological injury documented in 6.2% of cases, with the peroneal nerve affected most commonly (53.3%) [23]. CPN injuries are often associated with posterior-lateral corner injuries (21.6%) because of anatomic proximity, and up to 93% are found with posterior cruciate ligament injuries [25]. They are most commonly found in Schenck Classification KDI (with lateral collateral ligament involvement), KDIII, and KDIV injuries [3,27]. These injuries can be partial or complete [27], with higher grade injuries correlating with worse outcomes [28]. While partial CPN injuries often obtain functional antigravity dorsiflexion, the long-term prognosis for complete CPN injuries is poor. Patients often require the use of an ankle-foot-orthosis or a posterior tibial flap [29], which spans the tibiofibular joint. This should be used with a clear purpose as prolonged immobilisation can lead to arthrofibrosis and prolongs definitive management [26].

Number of torn ligaments (78% consensus)

Schenck’s KD classification system is most frequently used in clinical practice, as it describes both the number and type of ligaments injured. In the KD classification, only complete ligament injuries diagnosed by physical examination and imaging studies confirmed at the time of surgery are included. It is useful for surgical planning and stratifying the risk of poor postoperative outcomes [29], especially in KD IV and V patterns [1,30].

More recent systems have expanded on the pathoanatomy using Müller maps, with individual structures and grades of injury identified within a class [9,10]. Adding skin integrity (open vs closed) or extensor mechanism involvement as additional information to the KD system will be useful, as these injuries will usually affect the treatment algorithm and can easily be included.

Open injuries (70% consensus)

Open KDs are complex injuries and often present in the setting of high-velocity polytrauma, significantly complicating their management [31]. They account for 13.6% of KDs [23], and in open joint injuries of the lower extremities, the knee joint is most frequently involved (53–91%) [32]. Noteworthy problems of open joint injuries include soft tissue loss, open intra-articular fractures, and bone and cartilage loss [32], which leads to a greater infection risk of up to 43% [31]. Approximately half of open KDs are associated with a fracture [23]. An open injury is a risk factor for vascular injuries [31,33] and carries a risk of amputation of 14.3–15.6% [23]. Management of open KDs requires emergent surgery for irrigation and debridement along with antibiotic use [32]. These issues contribute to poor functional outcomes in this injury type [24,34]. However, the great variation in the extent of soft tissue compromise and contamination makes the classification of open injuries challenging. Despite this, the presence of any open injury should serve as a warning for complications. A classification of open joint injuries was proposed by Collins and Temple in 1989 to address immediate complications and variations in wound management [32] but is not widely referenced in current literature. The four main classes include injuries with single capsular perforation or laceration without extensive soft-tissue injury, single or multiple capsular perforations or lacerations with extensive soft-tissue injury, open periarticular fracture with extension through the adjacent intra-articular surface, and open dislocation with an associated nerve or vascular injury requiring repair [32]. To date, the criteria of an open injury have not been included as a factor in any KD classification.

Limitations

The study is limited by the fact that only subspecialist knee surgeons prioritised factors in the second and third rounds. Although this neglected the opinion of generalist orthopaedic surgeons in final consensus rounds, their input was still used in the first round. Furthermore, these experts were selected purely based on their volume of surgery for KDs and years of experience as a presumptive surrogate for expertise, which could introduce selection bias. The group of generalist and subspecialist surgeons were members of the International Society of Orthopaedic Surgery and Traumatology (SICOT), and they were contacted via a generic email. This is a potential limitation as the expert group could have been subjected to a more rigorous review process for their selection. The panel consisted of experts from a selected number of countries, with most surgeons treating low- to middle-income patients who may have particular demographic features and injury patterns. However, the data are still applicable to a large proportion of the world’s population. The definition of consensus was set at 70%, and participants were restricted to choosing only half of the possible factors from the list provided. In order of consensus achieved, the 12 possible factors included vascular injuries, CPN injury, number of torn ligaments, open injuries, obesity, extra-articular ipsilateral fractures, axial deviations in chronic injuries, stiffness in chronic injuries, delay to presentation, bilateral KDs, meniscal injuries, and resource limitations. This restriction might have resulted in certain factors, such as obesity, narrowly missing the definition of agreement although they are still extremely pertinent. Also, details of initial open-ended responses in the final round might have been lost with refining and consolidating the list of factors to pose a concise selection to the experts, i.e., peri-articular fractures were not included as a separate item, nor injuries to nerves other than the CPN. These are important factors that should be included in an assessment and classification of KDs.

Conclusion

Consensus for the inclusion of various factors in a KD classification system was not easily achieved. The wide geographic distribution of...
participants provides diverse insight and makes the results of the study globally applicable. The most important factors to include in a classification system as determined by the Delphi technique were vascular injuries, CPN injuries, number of torn ligaments, and open injuries. To date, the Schenck anatomic classification system most accurately identifies these patient variables with the addition of open injuries. We therefore propose to update the Schenck classification system with the inclusion of open injuries as an additional modifier, although this is only a small step in updating the classification, and further studies should evaluate the inclusion of more advanced imaging modalities. Future research should focus on integrating these factors into useful existing classification systems that are predictive of surgical treatment and patient outcomes.
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